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(57) Abstract: A method of assigning initial uplink

and downlink power levels for a transaction of a

data package between a mobile station (12) and a

base station (11) in a radio telecommunications

network. A historical database (13) of signal strength

measurements, interference measurements, and

uplink and downlink power level settings in the

network is maintained. To set downlink power, an

uplink signal strength (16) of an initial access signal

(15) sent from the mobile station to the base station

is measured at the base station. The measured uplink

signal strength (16) is sent to the historical database

where it is correlated with an associated downlink

power level setting. The correlated downlink power

level setting (17) is sent to the base station where it

is utilized as the initial downlink power level setting

for a first transmission (19) from the base station to

the mobile station. To set uplink power, the signal

strength (42) of an initial packet channel request

(41) on the control channel is sent to the historical

database along with an interference measurement (43)

on the packet date channel. An associated mobile

station uplink power level setting (44) is retrieved

from the database and sent to the mobile station

where it is utilized for the first data transmission (46).

A closed loop power control method may be utilized

to adjust either the uplink or the downlink power level

to an optimum level.
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INITIAL UPLINK AND DOWNLINK POWER LEVEL ASSIGNMENT
IN A RADIO TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

5 Technical Field of the Invention

This invention relates to telecommunication systems and, more particularly,

to a method of setting initial uplink and downlink power levels in a mobile station and

a radio base station in a radio telecommunications network.

Description of Related Art

1 0 U.S. Patent No. 4,696,027 to Bonta (Bonta) discloses a two-way radio system

which employs power control ofa mobile station to provide a predetermined received

signal strength at a radio base station following a handoff. During the locating

function, Bonta measures the uplink signal strength of signals transmitted by the

mobile station to the target base station, and after accounting for path loss, etc., the

1 5 post-handoffpower level ofthe mobile station is determined. Thus, the methodology

utilized in Bonta is applicable to the uplink power level when a call is ongoing and

there has been plenty of opportunity to make signal strength measurements for use in

analyzing what mobile station power level is required in the target cell. However,

Bonta does not teach or suggest a method of setting an initial uplink (mobile station

20 to base station) or downlink (base station to mobile station) power level at times such

as system access when multiple signal strength measurements have not been made.

In some existing Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) radio

telecommunications networks, a Base-Station Power Control (BSPC) function sets the

initial downlink power level to its highest level when a mobile station first accesses

25 the network and a call is being set up on a digital traffic channel. After uplink and

downlink signal strength measurements have been reported, the BSPC function adjusts

the downlink power level to a more optimum level. In most cases, this process ensures

adequate downlink signal strength for call setup, but causes unnecessary peaks of

energy in the downlink with a resultant increase in the interference level in the

30 network. Therefore, some calls in co-channel cells may experience degraded radio

BNSDOCID: <WO 0108322A1 I >
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1 quality performance; "or 'may even be disconnected: - -
1

*
-

;

Ihother existing radio (elecomrfiuhicatibns networks such'as wideband Code

Division.Multiple Access (GDMA) systerhs, the initial downlink power level is set at

• ^ Its lowest leveU'and is then incrementally increased until the mobile station can receive

5 > ' it. After the initial dbwnlink signal is sent to the mobile station, the system must wait

- for ari acknowledgment from-the IvIS. If an acknowledgment is not received, the

tJ downlink power is increased, and the signal is sent again. This prbcdss may be

f

repeated several times before aft: acknowledgment is received ffoin the mobile station.

- Thus, this approach reduces interference levels in the network, but requires additional

10 time for call setup/
;,r

*-" : r
.

r

In order to overcome the disadvantage of existing solutions, it would be

: advantageous to have a method of assigning more optimum initial uplink and

downlink power levels at system access on the control channel (for a circuit-switched

call) or at acknowledgment on the packet channel (for a packet-switched call); Such

15 a method would also provide' a* more efficient way to optimize initial power settings

' following handoffor at-the beginning ofa data transaction during an ongoing call. The

present invention provides such a method. -

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

20 '
f
- In one aspect, the present invention is a- method of assigning an initial

'

'
* downlink power level from a base station to a mobile station. The method assigns the

• initial downlink power level based on historical data. Rather than calculating the

! power level directly from signal strength measurements taken after the call has begun,

the invention builds a historical database of signal strength measurements and path

25 loss offsets in the system. ' These path loss 1 offsets are then correlated with the
'

downlink power used by the power control algorithm in the base station; and a

statistical relationship between the two is 'determined. When it is time to assign the

initial downlink power, the uplink signal strength is measured, and then the downlink

power corresponding to that measured signal strength is assigned. The method may

30 6e applied at initial System access or at intercell handoff, and is applicable to both

circuit-switched calls and'pack'et-switched data transactions. ' ' j/

BNSDOCID <WO 0108322A1 I :- •
-
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In particular, the method
;
.pf

}

the present invention maintains a historical

database, of signal strength*measurements and downlink power level settings in the

r
telecommunication system. The uplink signal; strength of an initial signal sent from

. the mobile station. to the base station is^qasured at; the base station. The measured

v .
uplink signal strength is sentto* the. historical database

;
where it: is correlated with an

;
associated downlink power leyel setting. The correlated downlink power level setting

, is sent to the base station where it is utilized as the.initial downlink power leyel setting

, for a, firsutransmission from the base iStatio^i^to^he mobile station. A closed loop

w Pov^.
er control method may then be used to adjust the downlink power leyel to achieve

an optimum received signal strength at the mobile station. After the initialphase of

j
. the closed loop method, the historical database is, updated by sending the adjusted

. downlink power level to the historical database, and associating the adjusteddownlink

power level setting with the uplink signal strength .of the initial signal' sent from the .

mobile station to the base station. . , > '

t.

• v

In another aspect, -the present invention, is: a method of assigning ,an initial

downlink power level at intercell hand.of£ between,a target base station and a mobile

station in a radio telecommunication system. The. method includes the steps of

building a historical database which correlates measurements of radio quality

parameters with downlink power level settings, measuring.at the target base station a

radio quality parameter from an initial signal sent from the mobile station to the target

base station, and sending the measured, iradio quality, parameter^ to
;
the, historical

. database. The method also includes correlating in the historical database the measured

. radio quality parameter with an associated downlink power level setting, sending the

r correlated downlink power level setting to the target base statipn,~and utilizing the

correlated downlink power level setting as the initial downlink power level setting for

a first transmission
f
from the target base station tpjthe niobile.station. ;

f
. :

,

In yet another/aspect, the..present .invention is method of assigning an initial

uplink power level from a mobile,,- station to a base station in ,a radio

telecommunication system. The method includes building a historical.database which

correlates, measurements of, radio quality parameters such as signal strength and

interference measurements with uplink niobile.station power level settings. The radio
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quality parameters are then measured at the base station. * For exariiple, the method

may measure a signal strength of an initial access signal sent from the mobile station

u:
to the "base station, iassign a packet data channel to the mobile station, and then

measure an interference levei on the assigned packet data channel! This is followed

by sending the measured parameters to the historical database, correlating the

measured parameters with an
1

optimum uplink mobile station piower level setting,

' sending the correlated optimum uplink mobile station po>X'er level setting to the mobile

station, and utilizing the correlated 6ptimum uplink power level setting as the initial

mobile station power level setting fdr a first data transmission from the mobile station

to the base station.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS "

;
' The invention will be better iinderstbbd and its numerous objects iand

advantages will become more apparent to those skilled in the art by reference to the

following drawing, in conjunction with the accompanying specification, in which:

FIG. 1 is a signal flow diagram illustrating how the method of the present

invention is utilized with the Creneral Packet Radio Service (GPRS) and the Global

System for Mobile Communications (GSM) to determine an initial downlink power

level and to maintain the historical database;'
1

FIG. 2 is a signal flow diagram illustrating how the method of the present

invention is utilized with'GPRS and GSM to determine an initial uplink power level

and to'maintain the historical database; and

FIG. 3 is an exemplary data structure for the historical datiabiase.

DEtAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

The present invention is a method of assigning initial uplink and downlink

power levels at times such as system access when 'multiple * signal strength

measurements between a mobile station and a base station have not been made. The

invention assigns the initial power' levels based on historical' datai Rather than

calculating a power'level directly from signal strength measurements taken after the

call has begun,* the invention builds a historical database of signal strength
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measurements and path loss offsets in
(

the sy$t,em. .These path loss offsets are. then

r
correlated, for example, ^yit^Uhe dcwnlink power used by the power control algorithm

in the base station, and a statistical relationship between the two isxtetermined.i.When

. it i§ time to assign the initial <jo^nlink.power
T
Jhe

t

.uplink path loss is estimated, and

5 then.the downlink power corresppndipg to. that path loss is, assi .

: In a typical scenario in which initial dQwnlink powQr is to be determined, a

speech cell exists, and it is desired to begin the access at a^ne^r-optimum power level.

The system may know only a single uplink signal strength measurement. The needed

. downlink power must be calculated from that single uplink measurement.. A classical

10 approach is to establish some fixed offset. To do so, however, th^ system, must

calculate path losses using a number of varying parameters which are not known. In

addition, the uplink control signaling may-be,of .very short duration, resulting in an

unreliable measurement. Also, if interference is present, signal strength is not a good

t
measure of radio quality.

^
. , , ...

, , . .

15 Alternatively, if the cell is
,
programmed to; learn its environment, historical

uplink and downlink path loss_ information can be stored as historical data. This

historical datapan then be associated with uplink si^al strength measures Then,

wjien a mobile station accesses the network, its uplink signal strength is measured, and

the system can select a near-optimum initial .unlink or downlink,power leyel. A

20 historical database may be built for each cell, transceiver, or mobile station type,

v
depending on the level of accuracy desired. The database may also be built for each

mobile individual or data transaction. This method can be applied to system access

as well as handoff and data packet transfer.
j7

f .
_

The present invention is useful for assigning initial power level in a variety of

25 networks, and is particularly useful fox packet data applications. For packet data being

transmitted
t
from the. base ^station to the mobile station, the system may assign the

initial dpwnlinlj power based only on an uplink packet control acknowledgment. This

,
saves additional signaling now utilized by the BSPC function. For packet data being

transmitted from the mobile station to the base station, the system may assign an initial

30 , . .
uplink power abased,on the signal strength of the packet channel request signal which

the mobile station sends on the control channel, and an interference measurement on

BNSDOCID: <WO CM08322A1 l_>
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the assigned packet data channel. The historical ^ database correlates these

measurements with an optimum initial mobile station, power Jevel for the data

transmission. <

-

In many cases, it is more important to make an accurate determination of the

initial power level in packet data transmissions because packet d^ta transmissions may

be of shorter duration than typical^^circuit-switched voice calls. Thus, the period of

time utilized by existing BSPC functions to determine an optimum uplink,or downlink

power level may equate to a large percentage of the total transmission. For example,

in a speech call, at least 20-3Q seconds may be spent in one cell, and the interference

caused by the initial peak transmitter power lasts for only l
ror 2 seconds ofthat period.

A packet transmission, may only last a few seconds,
:

and therefore using existing

techniques, a larger percentage ofthe call may be utilized trying to find a good power

Other methods may alsp
f
be used for initial power level assignment for packet

data transactions. For example, a, certain mobile station may have conducted a recent

packet data transaction, and by retaining signal strength and.power level information,

.
the system can better estimate the initial power level required in a later transaction.

During a packet data call, the mobile station requests packets or acknowledges packets

on the uplink signal channel These, requests or acknowledgments may be very short

l bursts.. The signal strength ofthese requests pr acknowledgments is measured, and a

.relationship is.then built
t

between the signal strength measurements and the power that

is currently being used to eventually derive, an optimum power level /or. packet

transmission. .

. Several radio quality parameters may be measured and stored in the historical

database for later coijelation.r Then, at a later system access, pairs of parameters, or^

cqmbinations of additional parameters.may be utilized to determine a most likely best

initial power level. Examples of .available radio
v
quality measurements that can be

utilized for the historical database are: . ,

..
.

4

• Signal strength of control,,signaling during access;

• Signal strength on the idle
;
traffic. channel, indicating interference;

• Energy-per-bit/Noise (Eb/No) or Carrier-to-interference (C/I)..
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. • * r i kV- ' ^ : .

measurements;

" J 1 '

*
' • Bit

1

errorsVindicating radio quklify (Eb/fto or C/I); and
1 :

' 1 '

• Cell-load or sum of used power in a CDMA system, indicating
'

'"'interference.
;

'

/;
-

:<
- •*

(
" '

rt

- ' - -

5 "
:

Sihce iiplink and downlink

^ Uplink or downlink measurements can be used and cbrrdateci with the desired power.

*' 1

Therefore, uplink measurements can be utilized to set initial' downlink pb\ver.

As noted abbve,
J

the historical datatlase can be built for each cell, transceiver,

mbbile station type, mobile individual, or dafta transaction. The database friay be built

10
"A

on' a per-cel'I basis to* adiapt to ea£h cell radio Environment, to measurement devices

inaccuracy, and to The database may be
'

f

"'built on a per-transceiver basis to adapf to equipment differences and* to channel

reuse/interference differences between channels. The database may be built on the

basis of mbbile station type in brileiMb 'adapt: to (different mobile station design

15 * ' characteristics. The database rtiay be bdilt on a per-mobile iridividu

to each mobile station. The database ihay be built on a per-data fra:hs^ction biasis to

retain and reuse data gathered about a particular radio environment during a packet

data association. • .
...„....,

FIG. 1 is a signal flow diagram' illustrating how the method of the 'present

20 invention is utilized with the General Packet
;

R:adib Service (GPRS) and the Global

* System for Mobile Communications (SsKl) tord^tertnin'd an initial dowrtlirik power

level'and to maintain the historical database'; Illustrated in' the figure are a base' station

11, a mobile station 12, and a historical database 13 which stores' signal 'strength

measurements, p>ath loss offsets, and associated pWer level settings in the network.

25 The Signal flow illustrates a Temporary Block Flow (TBF) process in whicHone data

packet is kent downlink using GPRS. The data packet has been split into a number of

Radio tank Control (RLC) blocks, each ofwhich is four GS'fJf bursts. Thisequates to

between 22 and 54 bytes payload depending on channel coding.

When it is desired tb transmit a packet to the mobile station 1 2, the base station

30 1 1 assigns a packet data channel and notifies the fndbile station with a Packet

Downlink Assignment signal \% on the control channel' Upon receipt of this signal,

BNSDOCID <W6 0108322A1J_>
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the mobile station sends a Packet Control Acknowledgment 15 as a response. The

uplink signal strength of this acknowledgment is measured by the base station, and at

16,'the measurement is passed to the historical database 13. The database utilizes the

measured uplink signal strength and associated historical path loss offsets to select a

5 near-optimum initial power level setting. At 17, the initial power level setting is

returned to the base station. Meanwhile, the base station has sent a Packet Timing

Advance/Power Control signal' 1 8 to the mobile station on the control channel. The

mobile station is then switched to the assigned packet data channel.

The first RLC data block 19 is then sent from the base station 1 1 to the mobile

1 0 station 1 2 with the initial power based on the selected initial power level setting from

the historical database 13. The mobile station receives the first RLC data block and

measures the downlink signal strength and C/L The mobile station then sends a Packet

Downlink Acknowledgment signal 21 to the base station arid includes the downlink

measurement results. At 22, the base station filters the received downlink

1 5 measurements, and uses a closed loop power control process to adjust the power level

of the second RLC data block based on the received downlink measurements. The

adjusted power level is calculated to result in a more optimum received signal strength

at the mobile station. At 23, the second RLC data block is then sent from the base

station to the mobile station at the adjusted power level. Once again, the mobile

20 station receives the RLC data block and measures the downlink signal strength and

C/I. The mobile station then sends a second Packet Downlink Acknowledgment signal

24 to the base station and includes the downlink measurements from the second RLC

data block. At 25, the base station again adjusts the power level of the transmitted

RLC data blocks based on the received downlink measurements.

25 This process continues until the closed loop power control has passed its initial

phase, which is dependent on filter times. This is shown in FIG. 1 after "n" iterations

where the mobile station 12 sends a Packet Downlink Acknowledgment signal 26 to

the base station and includes the downlink measurement results from the n-lth RLC

data block. At 27, the base station adjusts the power level of the nth RLC data block

30 based on the received downlink measurements, and sends the data block to the mobile

station at 28. At 29, the base station also passes the adjusted power level setting to the

BNSDOCID <WO 0106322A1 I >
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historical database 13 which stores this value along with the uplink measurement

recorded at step 16. This can be done with filters, a look-up table, or any other

suitable method. As noted above, the value may be associated with one parameter or

with others on a per-cell, per-data transfer, etc. basis.

The closed loop power control function may then continue until the last RLC

data block is transmitted at 3 1 , and the last Packet Downlink Acknowledgment signal

32 is sent to the base station with downlink signal strength and C/I measurements.

FIG. 2 is a signal flow diagram illustrating how the method of the present

invention is utilized with GPRS and GSM to determine an initial uplink power level

and to maintain the historical database. When it is desired to transmit a packet from

the mobile station 12, the mobile station sends a Packet Channel Request signal 41 on

the control channel to the base station 1 1 . The base station measures the uplink signal
7:77* .<*•-(» "v s h * r 'v >

.
.' f .'.(.j! 7. '

-

l

'

strength of the signal and sends a signal strength measurement 42 to the historical

database 13. The base station also assigns a packet data channel to the mobile station

and measures the idle signal strength on the assigned channel as an interference

measurement 43 which is also sent to the historical database. Alternatively, the

interference may be continuously measured on all packet data channels and recorded

in the historical database so that the information is readily available and does not delay

allocation when requested.

The combination of signal strength of the Packet Channel Request signal 41

and interference on the assigned packet data channel 43 is then used in the historical

database to look up an optimum initial mobile uplink power setting 44. The base

station then sends a Packet Uplink Assignment signal 45 to the mobile station and

includes the initial mobile uplink power setting.

Upon receipt ofthe Packet Uplink Assignment signal 45, the mobile station 1

2

sends a first RLC data block 46 to the base station 1 1 utilizing the initial mobile uplink

power setting 44 from the historical database 13. The base station receives the first

RLC data block, analyzes the quality of the received block, and uses a closed loop

power control process at 47 to compute an adjusted uplink power setting for the

mobile station. The adjusted uplink power setting is sent to the mobile station in a

Packet Uplink Acknowledgment signal 48. The mobile station then uses the adjusted
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f
uplink power setting to, send the second RLC data block;49. n r .

.

; Once again, the base station receives the RLC data block,(in this casetRLC data

block 2), analyzes the quality of the received block,;.and uses/ a closed loop, power

r control process at 51 to compute an adjusted uplink powen setting for the mobile

- station. The adjusted, uplink power setting is sent to the mobile station in ai Packet

:

Uplink Acknowledgment signal/52.r < :. <- \ "..
j

.

-

.
- ' .*>!.- This process continues until the closed loop power control has passed its initial

phase, which is dependent on filter,tirnes.. This is shown in FIG. 2: after, "n" iterations

where the mobile station 12 sends the nth RLC data block 53 to the base station 1 1

.

At 54, the base station computes an adjusted uplink power setting for the mobile

station, and sends a Packet Uplink Acknowledgment signal 55 to the mobile station

with the adjusted power level setting. At 56, the base station also passes the adjusted

power level setting to the historical database 13 which stores this value along with the

uplink signal strength measurement 42 and the uplink interference measurement 43

previously recorded. This can be done with filters, a look-up table, or any other

suitable method.

The closed loop power control function may then continue until the last RLC

data block 57 is transmitted from the mobile station 12, and the last Packet Uplink

Acknowledgment signal 58 is sent from the base station 1 1

.

FIG. 3 is an exemplary data structure for the historical database 1 3 in which

the database is built for each cell 61 . As noted above, the historical database may be

built for each cell, transceiver, or mobile station type, depending on the level of

accuracy desired. The database may also be built for each mobile individual or data

transaction. Essentially, a database can be built for each entity which has individual

behavior for initial data, and for which enough data can be collected. In each database,

a probability density function (PDF) is built for each combination of measurement

values. In this example, the combination of signal strength measurements 62 and

interference measurements 63 results in a PDF 64 for each combination 65. The

values can be rounded and truncated to limit the size of the database.

The PDF may be programmed in several ways to identify a power level setting

associated with the signal strength/interference combination. For example, the PDF
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may identify the mostcommon resulting adjusted jjoWer level computed by the closed

loop power.control function and reported to thehistorical'databaseP Alternatively, the

'PDF may identify a median/value rather thari the most1 comifcon power .level setting.

~; ; It is 1thus believed that the operation and constriictid

5 . will be apparent from, the foregoing description. . While the /method shown and

described has been characterized as being preferred; it will be readily apparent that

i various changes and modifications could bd made therein 'without departing from the

"M
" scope"of the invention as defined in the following claims.' ,

* r

l
• v. . . v :•• , . r :

. .> '
1

... '.;;> ^. * — \ . .,'V . : -\ ^
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.WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:
t

.

1. A method of assigning an initial downlink power level from a base

station to a mobile station in a radio telecommunication system, comprising the steps

of: _

building a historical database which correlates measurements of radio quality

parameters with downlink powerlevel settings;

measuring at the base station,, a radio quality parameter from an initial signal

sent from the mobile station to the base station;

sending the measured radio quality parameter to the historical database;

correlating in the historical database, the measured radio quality parameter with

an associated downlink power level setting;

sendine the correlated downlink power level setting to the base station; and

utilizing the correlated downlink power. level setting as the initial downlink

power level setting for a first transmission from the base station to the mobile station.

2. The method of assigning an initial downlink power level of claim 1

wherein the step of building a historical database includes building a historical

database in which measurements are grouped for each transceiver in the base station.

3. . The method of assigning an initial downlink power level of claim 1

wherein the step of building a historical database includes building a historical

database. in which measurements are grouped for each cell in the system.

4. ... The method of assigning an initial downlink j3ower level of claim 1

wherein the step of building a historical database includes building a historical

database in which measurements are. grouped for each mobile, station type operating

in the system
.

.
.

.
_>;

, . ,

5. , The method of assigning an initial downlink power level of claim 1

, wherein, the step. of. building a historical database includes building a historical
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database in which measurements are grouped for each mobile individual in the system.

6. The method of assigning an initial downlink power level of claim 1

wherein the step of building a historical database includes building a historical

database in'which measurements are grouped for each data transaction conducted in

5 the system.

7. The method of assigning ah initial downlink power levelof claim 1

wherein tHe measured radio quality parameter is selected from a group consisting of:

an uplink signal strength ofah initial access signal sent from the mobile
1

station

10 to the base station;

signal strength of control signaling during access;

signal strength on an idle traffic channel;
i

Energy-per-bit/Noise (Eb/NTo) Measurements;" "'
'

Carrier-to-interference (C/i)' ratio measurements;'

15 bit errors;

cell-load in the system; and

sum of used power in the system.

8. The method of assigning an initial downlink power level of claim 1

20 further comprising a closed loop power control step, the closed loop step including:

measuring at the mobile station, at least one radio quality parameter of a

transmission from the base station;

sending the measured radio quality parameter from the mobile station to the

base station; and

25 adjusting the downlink power level at the base station to a more optimum level.

1

9. The method of assigning an initial downlink power level of claim 8

further comprising the step of updating the historical database, the updating step

including:

30 '

J
' sending the adjusted downlink power level to the historical database; and

'associating the adjusted downlink power level setting with the uplink signal
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istrerigth of the initial signal. sent from the mobile station4o the base station.

: :i' :;• 10.. ^Themethod'of assigning- an initial downlink1 power level of claim 9

- ' ' wherein the updating step is performed after a number rdf iterations in which the

5 received radio quality parameter is measured at the mobile station, the received radio

quality measurements are reported to the base station, and the downlink power level

^ '

is adjusted to a morebptimum level;
'

; ;'i "
^

'

1 1. The method of assigning an initial downlink power level of claim 10

10 wherein the number of iterations is determined when the closed; loop power control

step has passed its initial phase, as determincdiby filter times, i ^ ,

-
*

•
•

'>

. (.
•'

.

t
. *..; <. ! l *i :

*
' v* ' *

"

-

«\ i<

12. The method of assigning an initial downlink-power level" of claim 1

wherein the step of measuring* atuhe base station,~a radios qualityiparameter from an

15 - 'initial' signal sent from the mobile
1

station to the base station includes measuring the

signal strength of control signaling at' initial system access on a control channel for a

circuit-switched call.' > - < — -"'
!

-

"

13. The method of assigning an initial downlink* power level of claim 1

20 wherein the initial downlink power level is being set at intercell handoffof the mobile

station from a serving base station to a target base station, and the step of measuring

.at the base station, a riaclio quality parameter from an initial signal sent fromthe mobile

" '* station to the base station includes measuring at'the target base station; a radio quality

parameter from an initial signal sent from the mobile station to the target base station.

25 •

:

; ^

14. The method of assigning an*initial downlink power level of claim 1

wherein the initial downlink power level 1 is being set for- a -transaction of a data

package between the base station arid the mobile station, and the step of building a

historical database includes storing in the historical database, measurements of radio

30 quality parameters and power level information from previous data package

transactions between the base station and the mobile station.
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15. :\ The method ofassigning ?an iriitialvdownlink power level ofclaim 14

wherein the step of measuring at the base station, a radio quality parameter from an

:

r Jnitial signaLsent from the. mobile stations to the base station includes measuring the

; * signal strength of control signaling at; packet control acknowledgment qn^a> packet

5 . . channel., ;
-j. ..r '

,
"

;

.
-\ i: *

' "v^r .
•: v.

16. A method of assigning an initial downlink;power level frqm a base

station to a mobile station in a radio telecommunication system, comprising the steps

\ of: >'>..
• < • ; ,

;L V \ , ..> ... \

* w* ..r «...
. : I

10 ; vr. . building a historical;database whjch correlates measurements ofradio quality .

parameters with downlink power level, settings;*,..
, >t

; -j: '
, . ? ; ,. ; t .

«.-*

measuring at the mobile station, a radio quality parameter from an initial signal

, sent from the base -station- to the mobile, station; i f . VJ

; i sending :the, measured, radio qualitycparameter to the historical database;

15 ;\ c correlating in the historical database; the^

y . an associated.downlink power level setting; ... : ; r V ,j.-...v: = ,

sending the correlated downlink power level setting Jo the basestation; and

utilizing the correlated downlink power level setting as the initial downlink .

.
; .„- power Jevel-setting fora first transmissipn.from the base station to the.mobile station.,-

20 . j: ;;. . V I - •

<r. ^ /. " \: :.• : ;,; .

..•
.; 17,. The- method of assigning anrinitial downlink power Jevel of claim 16

"a \ wherein the measured radio quality parameter is selected from a.group consisting of:

\ u an uplink signal strength ofan initial!access signal sent from,the mobile station

to the base station; . . > < i-r - .*

25 signal strength of control signaling during access;

;signal strength on an idle traffic channel;* -
t

.
t Energy-per-bit/Noise (Eb/NoJ.measurements-; , : . , .

.
' , Carrier-to-Interferenee (jE^I) ratio, measurements; and .

;

f- i .

r, bit errors. '. '
•

.

.. '
, - \ ; ; : .

3a

18. The method ,of assigning an initial downlink power level of claim 16
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wherein the step ofmeasuring at the mobile station, a radio quality parameter from an

initial signal sent from the base station to the mobile station includes measuring the

signal strength of control signaling at initial system access on a control channel for a

circuit-switched call. _
. . . i

19. The method of assigning an initial downlink power level of claim 16

wherein the initial downlink power level is being set at intercellhandoffof the mobile

station from a serving base station to a target base statiqn, and the step of measuring

at the mobile station, a radio quality parameter from an initial signal sent from the base

station to the mobile station includes measuring at the mobile station, a radio quality

parameter from an initial signal sent from the target base station to the mobile station.

20. The method of assigning an initial downlink power level of claim 16

wherein the initial downlink power level, is being set for a transaction of a data

package between the base station and the mobile station, and the step of building a

historical database includes storing in the historical database, measurements of radio

quality parameters and power level information from previous data package

transactions between the base station and the mobile station.

21. A method of, assigning an initial uplink power level from a mobile

station to a base station in a radio telecommunication system, comprising the steps of:

building a historical database which correlates measurements ofradio quality

parameters with optimum uplink mobile station power level settings;

measuring at the base station, at least one radio quality parameter from signals

sent from the mobile station to the base station;

sending the measured radio quality parameter to the historical database;

correlating in the historical database, the measured radio quality parameter with

an optimum uplink mobile station power level setting;
.

sending the correlated optimum uplink power level setting to the mobile

station; and . .

i

- utilizing the correlated optimum uplink power level setting as the initial mobile
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ssionstation ptfWer level setting for a first transfnissibn'frbrn the mobile Station to the base

station.

22. The method of assigning an initial uplink power level of claim 21

5 wherein the measured radio quality parameter is selected from a group consisting of:

ah uplink signal strength ofan initial access signalsent from the mobile station

to the base station; '

1 ''"
' "

"

signal strength of control signaling during
;
access;

1 70

signal strength on an idle traffic channel; ' " "'
/

10 Energy-per-bit/N6ise (Eb/No) measurements;

Cairier-to-interfererice^^

bit errors;

ceiMoad in the system; and
;

'

sum of used power in the system r

15 '

:

'
' '

" ;: '

<': ?'"* p

23. Tlie method "of assigning an initial uplihk power level of claim 21

whereih the transniissidn from the mobile station to the base station is a data

transmission, and the step of measuring" at least one radio quality parameter from
;

signals sent from the mobile station to the base station includes:

20 ' measuring at the base station, a signal strength of an iriitial access signal sent

from the mobile station to the base station on a control channel; and '

"

'

measuring at thebase station, an interference level on an assigned packet data

channel. * ;
.

.

25 24. The method of assigning ah' initial uplihk {jower level of claim 21

further comprising a closed loop power control step, the closed loop step including:

measuring at the base station," at least one radio quality parameter of the first

data transmission from the mobile station;
! v,-

.
. .

«

utilizing the measured radio quality parameter to compute an adjusted mobile

30 station power level; and

: 1

sending the adjusted mobile station power level from the base station to the
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—mobile station.

25. The method of. assigning -an. initial uplink power level of claim 21

wherein the step of building a historical database includes the steps of:

5 i - ... establishing ah association of signal strength measurements on a control

channel and interference measurements on a packet data channel; arid

building a probability density function (PDF) ofuplink power level settings for

each combination ofmeasured control channel signal strength and packet data channel

interference. "
t

t

10 ... •

26. The method of assigning an initial uplink power level of claim 25

wherein the PDF identifies the mbst'common resulting adjusted mobile station power

, level computed by the closed loop power control step.

15. 27. The method of assigning an initial uplink power level of claim 25

wherein the PDF identifies a median adjusted mobile station power level computed by

the closed loop power control step.

/ 28.,. ..The method of assigning an initial uplink power level of claim 21

20 wherein the step of measuring at the base station, at least one radio quality parameter

from a signals sent from the mobile station to the base station includes measuring the

signal strength of control signaling at initial system access on a control channel for a

circuit-switched call.

25 29. The method of assigning an initial uplink power level of claim 21

wherein the initial uplink power level is being set at intercell handoff of the mobile

station from a serving base station to a target base station, and the step of measuring

at the base station, at least one radio quality parameter from signals sent from the

mobile station to the base station includes measuring at the target base station, a radio

30 quality parameter from an initial signal sent from the mobile station to the target base

station.
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